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Abstract
The TV interviewer’s (IR) role is central to TV talkshow programs, managing the conversational interaction among interviewees (IE) with different viewpoints. This paper shows how talk-turn time is managed exclusively by the IR in multiparty interviews in the context of a Thai TV talkshow. Allocating turns to the selected speaker, the IR used several techniques, for example, back channel support, addressing a specific question to a particular participant, making interruption and inference repair to take back the floor. In addition, intentional pause is also used to provoke turn response from the IE.

1. Introduction

The TV talkshow is a form of professional journalism. Its primary goal is broadcasting information or opinion from interviewees (IE) from different perspectives, for example, experts, public figures or individuals in the news, for the benefit of the public audience. As the catalyst providing provocative questions and turn allocation to an interviewee (IE), a TV interviewer (IR) actually does three major things. First, is to contribute the contextual situation within which the IEs can express their opinion and information relevant to the topic issue. Second, is to conduct the expression of the IEs’ viewpoints relevant to the broadcasting regulations. Third, is to conduct the IEs talk within the framework of the cooperative principle (Greatbatch 1988).

The IR’s role is constraining in the sense that while the talking point is anticipated by the mass audience, the on-going conversation is commonly broadcast “live” without the censorial benefit of editorial opinion. Moreover, mass audiences have diverse interests and ideological standpoints. They have some participatory interest in monitoring news program to prevent bias. As a consequence, the IR continually encounters the problem to control the talking point and to conduct the accountability of the interviewee’s performance under widespread critical scrutiny (Heritage 1985).
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This paper chooses to limit itself to exploring ‘the current speaker select next’ technique (Sacks et al 1974). It focuses on the IR’s role in turn taking management: how the turn taking management techniques are used to deal with the IE’s conduct in the process of information production. It is hoped that this paper should contribute to a better understanding on how turn taking is allocated to carry on smooth conversation: how turn allocation techniques are used, for example. This knowledge can be applicable for a conversational mediator and knowledge management worker as such.

2. Data

Data for this paper are from the talk show program broadcasted on the public Thai TV channel 9. The talking floor was managed by a professional interviewer (IR). The topic of the discussion was the October 1973 political uprising in Thailand. Four interviewees with different stand points were invited to share their opinions. Two were supporters of the military leaders and two were former student activist leaders.

Beginning the talk, the IR begins by giving the audience the background to the October 1973 political uprising. The university students and people from all walks of life began the revolutionary protest against the military government which ended up with dramatic changes to Thai society. The aim of this monologue is to provide the mass audience with some background information. Then the IR introduces the discussion point by referring to an “outrageous book” written by one of the interviewees in this talk. The book advocates the innocence of the two military leaders and their associates while the student leaders are allegedly culprits. Consequently, the content of the book provokes outrage from the former ‘16th October 1973 Legacy’, the former university students and lay people who rallied in protest. From this point, the talk show program invites 4 participants to join the discussion. Following are the turn taking management techniques used by the IR.

3. Turn taking management techniques used by the IR

3.1 Using questions

Using questions is the basic technique for turn taking management in TV interviews. The IR’s role in using questions for turn allocation is to shape the basic characteristics of turn taking in the Thai TV interview as one-to-one answers to questions. The questions from the IR may be divided into two categories: explicit questions and implicit or pragmatic questions. An explicit question is a direct question with full grammatical components. For example, it has a question word marker. An implicit or pragmatic question has a non-grammatical question word marker but is pragmatically understood by the participant to whom the question is addressed.
In this example, the IR turns to IE, who is the military advocate, asking which issue, addressed by Col. Narong, he cannot believe.

**Explicit question and Implicit question**

1 IR: មិនអាចកំណត់អំពីរឿងអាណាដែលឧបករណ៍មិនទាន់ពោះទេកន្លងកើតមាននៅពេលណា?


2 IE: មិនត្រូវ

 mı: khrâp

3 IR: ចំណាស់

 chêm

4 IE: ព្រះឥតវិញទេ ជីវិតឈាងមិនទេ

 chiː–wít suən–tua súŋ mı: thám dîː lêʔ mây–dîː:

[translation]

1. IR: Are there any words said by Col. Narong which you don’t believe?

2. IE: Yes there are

3. IR: Example?

4. IE: A private life, which has both good side and bad side

In this example, in line 1, the IR selects one IE to be the next speaker. By doing so, he uses an explicit question marked by sentence final particle [mâː]. Therefore, the IE, who the question is addressed to, is selected to be the next speaker. The IE answers the previous question with a short statement plus the male-formality marking particle [khrâp] to signal the turn end in line 2. To have the same speaker clarify what is said, the IR makes an immediate interruption with the elliptical interrogative clause in line 3. The interrogative clause is pragmatically understood as a question by the same IE. Then the same IE gives the turn response to IR in line 4. This is an example of an explicit question in one-to-one answer to question between the IR and IE. It is the basic characteristic of speaker change in the TV interview.

3.2 *Interruption*

Interruption is one of the turn taking management techniques used by the IR. Interruption occurs at the relevant non-transitional place. Before the relevant point of speaker change is reached, the next speakers start their turn. Speaker change at this point is consequently recognized as an interruption. This study will examine the interruption from the IR in two respects: intrusive interruption and collaborative interruption.

Intrusive interruption is a dis-preferred interruption made by the IR. It occurs at the point right before the current speaker has completed the conversational action and the IR, the next speaker, makes the floor-taking speaker change. Intrusive interruption results in dis-affiliative transition of
speaker. In this example, the IE explains his relationship with Col. Narong and the IR makes an intrusive interruption.

Intrusive Interruption.

1IE:  ผมก็ไม่เข้าใจวิถีการหงอกซบ (.)
phŏm khoŋ mǎy–khāw–cāy chiː–wít thǎːn rŏk khráːp (.)
2. แต่หมีตัวยาว=*
tèː phŏm khít–wáː=*  
3IR: ท่านคนที่รู้จัก 4เดือน
tham–māy khon thǐː rúː–cā̀ːk sìː dūːoŋ
4. ท่านไม่เคยเจอก่อน
tham–māy khun cūŋ chūŋ
5IE:  ผมก็ตัวยาว...
phŏm khít–wáː:

[translation]

1. IE1: I don’t think I understand his life
2. But I think that=*  
3. IR: Why the person whom you know for 4 months
4. Why do you believe him?.
5. IE1: I think that …

In this excerpt, the IE is responding to the previous question from the IR in line 1 and line 2. The IE apparently does not even finish the well-formed complex sentence in line 2 and the IR inserts an intrusive interruption in line 3-4. Consequently, it is floor-taking speaker change after the immediate interruption. Once the IR completes the interrogative clause in line 4, the IE1 continues his utterance in line 5. It is almost the same utterance which was immediately interrupted in line 2. In this example, the IE explains how Col. Narong tells him about stopping the military plan to attack Thammasart University and the IR makes the collaborative interruption.

Collaborative Interruption

1. IE:  ..................
2. ผ่านออกมาสักสิ้นว่า แผนนี้เป็นการวางแผนให้เข้าถึงที่
phān–ʔeːk naːŋ b̥ːɪ̯ːk–wáːː phēːn níː pen khoñ raːːŋ–ŋaːːn
hây khāw yök–lâːk
3. เพราะฉันบุคคลสารสนเทศเดิม (.) ที่จะต้องมา
phr̥ːŋ thǎːːn maː–sàːt láːw kāːː (.) cāː? tāːy–kan–lè?
4. แผนการประสานสารสนเทศยังถูกดีกว่า=*
phŏm ?aw pr̥ːŋ?–wàːt–sàːt níː yuːːn–yan diː–kwàː=*
This example is a conversational interaction between the IE and the IR. They are talking about the political uprising on 14 October 1973. One IE talks about the military plan to attack Thammasart University where the students and protestors were gathered. The IE satirically talked about the merit claimed by Col.Narong, the military leader, as if he had played an important role in the back stage command to stop this mission plan. The IR makes the collaborative interruption in line 5-6. It is to help the IE make the inference on what was said. The IE continues to give more information in line 7 and does not even finish the well-formed clause. The IR makes another collaborative interruption in line 8 to help the IE add more information. This example also
shows that the IR uses a collaborative interruption as one of the techniques to select next speaker. Collaborative interruption results in smooth turn transition.

3.3 Back channel support

Back channel support is the IR’s technique to demonstrate attention to the IE’s talk. It may be considered a supportive strategy to signal the current speaker to continue to talk. In other words, it is to defer the other IE from interrupting while the current IE is talking. From this example, the IE who is the representative of the October 1973 Legacy, is allowed to explain the situation at Thammasart University from his stand point. Because of the long explanation, the IR gives him a back channel support allowing him to complete the story.

Back Channel Support

1IE ............ส่วนข้อที่จะแจ้งให้ผู้คิดเห็นที่เป็นที่รับรู้ในโดยทั่วไปคือ
 ............ส่วนข้อที่จะแจ้งให้ผู้คิดเห็นที่เป็นที่รับรู้ในโดยทั่วไปคือ
 ..........suan khâː–thet–cin thîː kâːt–khun thîː pen thîː:
râp–rüː–kan doːy thîː pay khuː:

2IR: อีม

?.iniːm

3IE: ประชาชนนี้ถูกทิ้ง
prâːʔ–chaː–chon nân thûːk yîːŋ

4. จนมาถึงขั้นนี้จะมีการเปลี่ยนแปลงในเรื่องเรื่องราวชีวิตนั้น
con maː thûːŋ bâːt–nîː câː miː kâːn–pîːŋ–pât–sâːt–khray
rûːː yâːŋ–ray nân nàːŋ

5IR: อีม

?.iniːm

6IE: พักการระบอบล่างล่าง
phûːk kraː–phôm yûː khaːŋ–lâmːŋ

7IR: อีม

?.iniːm

8IE: ไม่ได้ข้อมูลเกี่ยวกับ
mâːy–dâːy yûː bon khruːŋ–bin

9IR: อีม

?.iniːm

10IE: แต่ที่นั้นๆ พ.อ. ธงค์ยิ่งกว่าเห็นนั้นนะ (.5)
têː thîː nêː–nêː phan–têːk naː–rôn yîːːm–râp wâː phôm
nân nàːŋ (.5)

11IR: อีม

?.iniːm

12IE: อยากเสนอไปสำเร็จ
?aw hâː kuːn pay sâm–rûːːt

14IR: อึ้ม
?

15IE: ว่าพนัด์
พลู: phoon หนึ่ง

16IR: อึ้ม
?

17IE: ได้จับกุมข้อหาขัดธรรมศาสตร์
ดำเนย์ ra-ηαp kam-khāw yuált tham-ma-sāt

18. และยังได้รายงานต่อส่วนใหญ่กลุ่มจากที่ฝนได้บันทึกลำดับธรรมศาสตร์แล้ว
เนื่อง
ผลด้วยดำเนย์ ray-ηαn ต่อ: สูญรุ่น ล้าน แค็ก ที่: phoon
do:y bin-ho: sām-rūat tham-ma-sāt ล่ะ: หนึ่ง

19IR: อึ้ม
?

20IE ขอให้ระบุการข้อหาขัดธรรมศาสตร์
khō: หาย ra-ηαp kam-khāw yuált tham-ma-sāt

21. มีการบันทึกเล็กๆ
ไม่? cha-nān ค่า? ta:y-kan-lē?

22IR อึ้ม
?

23IE: นี่พืนอีกผู้ศูนย์ะ
ni: phan-ηē:k na-roŋ phư:t na-hā?

[translation]
1IE The fact that is generally known is
2IR Uhhmm
3IE The people were shot
4 Up to now there is a culprit or not, or how they do
5IR Uhhmm
6IE We were on the ground
7IR Uhhmm
8IE not on the aircraft
9IR Uhhmm
10IE But for sure Col.Narong claimed that
11IR Uhhmm
12IE He flew the helicopter to look over
13 and claimed that he had made a huge merit for the protesting students
14IR Uhhmm
15IE and claimed that
In this example, while the IE, who was one of protesting students, is talking about the situation at Thammasart University from his point of view, the IR gives back channel support [Uhm] after the possible completion points to show his attention. Using back channel support prevents interruption from the other interviewees who stand on the opposite side. In this example, back channel is the IR’s technique used to manage the turn taking in conversational interaction. It has both supportive and preventive functions.

3.4 Inference repair

Inference repair is one of the major turn taking management techniques used by the IR. It is used when what is said by the current speaker is not clear enough for the mass audience’s understanding, or when the current speaker uses jargon or technical terms unfamiliar to the public. To help clarify it, the IR selects himself to speak. By doing so, the IR makes a collaborative interruption to infer or to repair what was said by the previous speaker. In other words, inference repair is a turn taking management technique to bring the speaking turn back to the IR. After the inference repair, the IR may select the same speaker or may select the other IE to be the next speaker. From this example, the IE who is the representative of the October 1973 Legacy argues the reliability of the IE who is the military advocate. The IR uses inference repair technique to clarify what is said and thus takes back the floor.

Inference Repair

1IE คุณมันครึ่ง
khun mon-tri: há?

2 บอกไว้แล้วเอกสารอย่างที่คุณสมบัติบอกไว้แล้วนะ
wá:y lè:w nà:h

3 ว่าแม้ถึงนั้นก็ไม่ค่อยชัดเจน

4 ค่อนข้างตกลงนะ
phôm răm táŋ–tè: tòn nà:h

5 ไปได้ที่ยาวงก็เห็นคุณกCAPE: tè–kà:n hòk tùʔ–là:
This excerpt is an example of inference repair. In lines 1-10, the IE talks about his hardships after the 6th October event. He believed he was innocent but was strongly suspected by the police detective. A number of police came and inspected his residence and accused him of being a radical activist. The talking point is not clear enough. Then the IR selects himself to speak to infer what is said by the IE by using the inference repair technique in lines 11-13. This is an example of inference repair, the self-selection technique to bring the floor back to the IR.
3.5 Intentional pause

Intentional pause is also a technique used by the interviewer to select the next speaker. Before talking about intentional pause I would like to discuss the idea about pause in general first. A pause is a vocal gap naturally occurring for a particular reason. Firstly, it is caused by the physiological requirement of breathing. This kind of pause is a short pause or natural pause because it occurs briefly in between vocal groups. Secondly, it reflects the intention of the current speaker. This kind of pause is an intentional pause. Thirdly, it is caused by the psychological difficulty of speakers during spontaneous speech production. To fill the gap caused by their language incompetence, speakers send out small vocal devices in order to signal that they want to hold the floor. Filled pauses in Thai conversation include single vocal devices, for example, hm, ?a, ?a, khá: (female), khráp (male) and mixed ones, for example, khá?:hm, hm.??: (Chaimanee 1996). It is noted that these small vocal devices are identical to those which function as back channel responses as mentioned earlier. Filled pauses caused by the psychological difficulty of the speaker seldom occur on the side of TV interviewers because of their speech competency and fluency in dyadic communication.

There is a distinction between natural pauses and intentional pauses in the data set. To prove this, two natural pauses and two intentional pauses from the IR’s utterances have been randomly selected and analyzed by a computer program for phonetic analysis down loaded from internet (Boersma & Weenink 2004). It was found that the onsets of the sampled natural pauses and intentional pauses are measured at 0.496648, 0.517047 msc and 0.969463, 1.076070 msc respectively. The mean values of the sampled natural pauses and intentional pauses are 0.5068475 msc and 1.0227665 msc. Therefore the onset of natural pauses and the intentional pauses made by the IR from the data set are different in ratio, 1.0:2.03. The onset of intentional pauses is longer than the natural pauses. This difference indicates that the IR intentionally makes long pauses for some specific purpose. In this case the IR uses it to signal the turn allocation for the next speaker.

For example:

Intentional Pause

1. IR: นิสิตร์ไทน์ที่ พ.อ. พระก์ สนิตร์ มีคุณคุณไม่มีชื่อไหม
   มี: ตระนง ธี: พัน-รก พระ มึ: KHUN MAY
   ชูเยิ: ม้าย
2. IE: มีคุณ
   มี: khráp
3. IR: เขียน (*)
   ชี: *
4. IE1: ชี: วิต สืบ ตัว บุญ มี: นึก ติ: บุญ ม้าย-ติ:
[translation]

1. IR: Are there any words said by Col.Narong which you don’t believe?
2. IE1: Yes there are
3. IR: Examples?
4. IE1: A private life which has both a good side and a bad side

This is an example of an intentional pause used by the IR. In line 3, the IR uses the elliptical clause [chênh] ‘for example?’ excerpted from the well-formed clause [chênh ?â-rai bâ:ŋ] ‘(Can you) give an example?’ and followed by an immediate pause (.). This means that the IR intentionally gives the turn signal to the IE. Consequent upon this, the IE selects himself to speak in line 4 to verify the information about Col. Narong. This is an example of an intentional pause used by the professional TV mediator as a signal for turn allocation.

4. Discussion and conclusion

The IR’s role is central to the TV talkshow production program. It is used to manage the conversational interaction among the interlocutors to meet the expectations of the audience. This paper shows that the allocation of turn of talk is managed exclusively by the IR in multiparty interviews. The IR plays the major role of allocating turns to the selected speaker. Using the ‘current speaker select next’ technique, the IR used several strategies to direct the talk, for example, addressing a specific question to a particular participant. The IE to whom the question is directed is obliged to speak while the co-participants are expected to be silent. When the previous speaker has completed his turn to answer, the next speaker’s turn is given back to the IR. The right and the obligation of speakership is transferred to the selected speaker and is turned back to the IR soon after the completion of the selected speaker’s turn. The IE who is the current speaker does not select the next speaker at the end of his turn. The responses from the IEs are not fixed. They range from a single word utterance to multi-unit turns passing through several possible completion points. Aside from using the answer to question format, the IR allocates back channel supports for the current speaker at the possible completion of turn to signal the current speaker to continue to talk. In addition, the IR uses the immediate interruption, collaborative interruption and inference repair at the relevant non-transitional points to bring the current speaker back to the topic. Intentional pauses are also used to signal the turn allocation for the next speaker.
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